Dale Wysocki’s Camera at Stodola Scramble

STODOLA WINNERS—From left are Randy Nelson, Owatonna CC; Marlyn Zacharias and Pete Schneider. Also on the team was Dennis Gavin.

TEAM BUNKER HILLS included, from left, Jim Nicol, Bob Folkes, Terry Moorhead (kneeling) and Dave Sorenson.

PRIZE PROGRAM—Joe Moris, Tartan Park (upper left), agitates the tickets for the raffle. Rich Grannes, Theodore Wirth (upper right) won the 26” TV set. Keith Greeninger, Woodhill (upper center), winner of the smallest television, accepts the prize from Stodola Scramble Chairman Steve Schumacher. Hastings, Steve Ganske, Par Aide (lower center), tries out his boom box prize. Giant skins winners (lower left) were, from left, Larry Brekke, Tom Haugen, Murali Srinivasan and Duwayne Slaughter. Spending prize money (lower right), were, from left, John Hopko, Northrup King, John Vary, Elk River, and Chuck Tuthill.
They’re Doing the Putters’ Polka at the Stodola Scramble

BILL JOHNSON, Edina, sinks a 30-foot putt on the second hole at Dellwood.

KEITH GREENINGER, Woodhill, rims the cup while Supt. Rick Fredericksen watches.

SINKING A BIRDIE PUTT is Scott Austin, Midland Hills. Watching are Dale Mernke and Dick Olsen.

RANDY ALLEN dips as his ball doesn’t with Dave Lonett watching.

C’MON MURALT. “We’re just two holes away from a giant skin. Don’t give up yet,” exclaims Tom Haugen and Duwayne Slaughter.

HOST SUPERINTENDENT at the Stodola Scramble was John Bichner, right. He’s pictured with Glenn Baldwin.

WATCHING TOM FISCHER, Edinburgh USA putt, are, from left, Dean Spencer, Bob Wolman and Craig Kapitan.

TOWN & COUNTRY’S BILL LARSON eyes his ball roll toward the cup.